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Service-Centric
Globally Distributed
Computing

An automated service demand–supply control system can

improve a large-scale grid infrastructure comprising a

federation of distributed utility data centers.

The growing complexity of large-
scale systems raises concerns
about their effectiveness and man-

ageability. New approaches to system
design, use, and management address
these concerns through the aggregation
and consolidation of system and applica-
tion components into larger building
blocks; systematic and standard ways of
integrating such systems and communi-
cating between them; sharing of distrib-
uted resources; and automated system
management and operation control. Due
to their scale and dynamism, large-scale
systems cannot provide global informa-
tion about resource availability and ser-
vice demand. Decision-making algo-
rithms thus need to deal with partial
information, yet provide good approxi-
mations of localized assignment solu-
tions. Moreover, they need to make deci-
sions within the duration of the overall
control cycle of an automated resource
demand–supply control system. Various

control cycles occur simultaneously,
ranging from short-term reactive
response (range of seconds to minutes) to
mid-term system rebalancing (hours to
days) to longer-term adjustments and
system evolvement (months). Usually,
decision algorithms implement trade-offs
between the time spent identifying a
solution and the quality of that solution.

Two of the most prominent and prac-
tical approaches to solving these prob-
lems are utility computing and grid com-
puting. Adopting the utility computing
approach, Hewlett-Packard developed the
Utility Data Center (UDC; see www.hp.
com/go/hpudc/) to consolidate comput-
ing resources. Virtual data centers1 con-
solidate the resources of a federation of
distributed UDCs into virtual resources
that users, user applications, and user ser-
vices can share using grid-type mecha-
nisms, thus significantly reducing deploy-
ment and operation costs.

We propose an architecture for such an



automated demand–supply control system based
on a formalization of service demands and supplies
in an overlay metasystem.2 The architecture fea-
tures a loosely coupled, federative structure of
nodes, each representing server capacities and ser-
vice utilizations. Nodes can freely join or disappear.
Distributed decision-making algorithms in the
metasystem face trade-offs between solution qual-
ity and reactiveness, but this architecture is gener-
al enough for a variety of large-scale distributed
systems such as a federation of distributed UDCs.

The Utility Data Center
Besides automating fail-over techniques in high-
availability systems, management systems typical-
ly automate monitoring and information collec-
tion. Major service-capacity adjustments imply
manual involvement in hardware as well as in soft-
ware to adjust, reinstall, and reconfigure systems.

Deployment and operational costs for executing
these manual processes dominate enterprise IT cus-
tomers’ balance sheets. HP’s UDC is a new type of
data center infrastructure that provides automated
support for these tasks, thus providing an auto-
mated service capacity demand–control system for
a large service grid. This control system is based on
a federation of geographically distributed data cen-
ters whose UDC capabilities provide immediate
support for service demand–supply control.

HP’s UDC supports the automated deployment
of services (installation and configuration of soft-
ware and data) as well as the virtual wiring of
machines into application environments (here
referred to as virtual server environments) inde-
pendently of the physical wiring in a data center.
UDCs allow programmatic rearrangements of ser-
vice applications among machines, dynamic siz-
ing of service capacities, and isolation of different
environments hosted in a given data center. In
addition, UDCs enable automated control systems.

Virtualizing Resources
Resource virtualization is a vital aspect of a UDC.
The storage virtualization fabric attaches storage
elements (disks) to processing elements (machines)
across the storage area network. The virtualization
fabric is a high-speed interconnect layer between
storage arrays and machines (storage interconnect
fabric) and between machines (network intercon-
nect fabric). The network fabric links processing
elements together in a private virtual LAN.

The UDC virtualizes storage resources by provid-
ing virtual disks with images from storage arrays.
Persistent states of application environments — file

systems, bootable operating system images, appli-
cation software, and so on — do not reside in serv-
er machines anymore; rather, they are program-
matically attached from separate storage arrays to
machines. By making disks programmatically at-
tachable to machines, operators can vary operating
systems and applications on machines without hav-
ing to manually reconfigure them. This capability
exploits the storage fabric’s programmability, mak-
ing storage images appear on the SCSI interfaces of
server machines from which other machines obtain
boot images and further data.

The UDC virtualizes network resources by per-
mitting the programmable rewiring of server
machines and devices to create a virtual LAN. It
achieves virtual wiring by programming the net-
work switches that connect machines and by pro-
grammatically connecting machines to or remov-
ing them from virtual networks.

Automating Functions
A UDC platform enables two new functions: auto-
mated service deployment provisioning and
dynamic capacity sizing of services. It automates
service deployment provisioning by maintaining
persistent services’ states entirely in the separate
storage system and conducting programmatic con-
trol over attaching storage to machines.

The UDC size services capacity dynamically
through its ability to automatically launch addi-
tional service instances, thus absorbing addition-
al load. The UDC launches service instances by
first allocating spare machines from a pool the
data center maintains, then virtually wiring them
into the specific service environment by attaching
the appropriate storage to those machines and
launching the operating systems and applications
the attached storage provides.

The Global Grid
Although scientific supercomputing’s need for
computing power seems infinite, resource sharing
means more than just distributing computational
tasks transparently among heterogeneous nodes.
From a commercial point of view, even more
important is transparent and secure data sharing
between the software and services needed to
access, maintain, and process data across organi-
zations. In this context, a grid is a collaborative
domain that spans multiple networks and organi-
zations, facilitating secure and efficient sharing of
the data and services needed for collaboration.1,3

Such grid domains comprise resources, documents,
and all other data, including accompanying appli-
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cations, all consolidated under the uniform view
of services.4 Uniformly treating the diversity of
resources and applications as services significant-
ly simplifies use and management.

Some people use terms like collaborative virtu-
al environments or virtual organizations to des-
cribe such domains as well. Whatever you call
them, their goal is to provide access to resources
and services seamlessly, transparently, and secure-
ly across organizational boundaries in a con-
trolled manner.

An international group of researchers founded
the Global Grid Forum (GGF; www.ggf.org) to coor-
dinate activities and establish standards for emerg-
ing service grids. The Globus project (www.
globus.org) provides a public-domain reference
implementation of the standards defined by GGF.
The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA)5 pro-
vides the foundation for service grids. One essen-
tial part is the Open Grid Services Interface (OGSI)

definition, which GGF has defined. For more infor-
mation, see the “Related Work in Autonomous Sys-
tem Management” sidebar on p. 43.

Supply Control
One major goal of service grids is to balance ser-
vice supply with demand for services. Grids are
resource supply infrastructures, in which supply
and demand are quantitative metrics. Service sup-
ply induces demand for resources in the underly-
ing infrastructure that provides resources.

Infrastructure such as the UDC can control the
balance on both sides. The UDC can achieve
demand–control instruments in various ways: 

• refusing further demands for services,
• redirecting demands to where capacity is still

available, or
• calculating and imposing price adjustments as

an indirect, longer-term control instrument on
the demand side.

To achieve supply control, the UDC can adjust ser-
vice capacity at existing locations, move service
capacity toward locations or time frames where
demands occur, or utilize capacity elsewhere in the
system.6

Service Control
Because the UDC separates the storage system from
the machine resources, it can maintain multiple
images of a service, each representing different
capacity configurations. During low demand, the
control system activates the service’s low-capacity
configuration and during high demand, the high-
capacity configuration. UDC operators can adjust
“virtual server” capacity by programming the
resource allocations in the utility data center. Con-
trol instructions use the special XML-based UDC
Control Language (UCL). A document in that lan-
guage describes hosting environments with all
hardware resources and their wiring relationships.

Human operators or management systems can
send documents to the utility controller software,
instantiating a farm in the UDC that causes the
controller to allocate and configure the described
resources properly. A human operator or a man-
agement system can provision several capacity
configurations of the same service in the UDC as
preconfigured farms and instantiate (and switch
between them) according to demands. Switching
configurations implies shutting down all services’
applications and writing out all persistent states to
the storage system.
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Figure 1. Utility Data Center’s control system architecture. (a) The
metasystem layer is an overlay system of distributed nodes. (b) The
service-to-server layer associates service shares, which relate
demand for services to server utilization, with server shares. (c) The
server-to-resource layer associates server shares, which represent
how much of a service load the server configuration can handle, with
virtualized resource shares, which relate demand for virtual
resources to server configuration.
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Demand-Capacity 
Control System
The UDC’s control system consists of three build-
ing blocks. First, it contains a monitoring and
information dissemination infrastructure for col-
lecting utilization data and traces of workloads.
One important aspect of this monitoring system is
that it aggregates monitored data and transforms
the data into a set of abstracted metrics that the
system can use to correlate demands with capac-
ities. The second block is the built-in decision-
making capability, a new component that is an
essential part of the control system. The third
block is the actuator that executes decisions by
imposing control actions on the demand or capac-
ity side.

Virtual Servers
Figure 1 introduces the general architecture of the
control system, which consists of three layers:

• an infrastructure layer, made up of the
resources offered by data centers with utility
capabilities that perform (virtual) server-to-
resource mapping,

• a layer that maps services to servers, and
• a metasystem — an overlay structure of nodes

representing server capacities and service
demands — that makes the instructions (deci-
sions) upon which the service-to-server map-
pings are based.

This architecture is based on the notion of virtual
servers — environments that can host services as
encapsulated units. The notion of a virtual server
generalizes from a machine to a whole operational
environment for hosting and performing one or a
multitude of services. OGSA uses the term “hosting
environment” to describe the generalized virtual
server.5 In this sense, a virtual server is a set of vir-
tual resources allocated in a data center or spread
across resources from different data centers.

Figure 1a is the decision-making layer — a
metasystem that manages descriptive data about
the two lower layers. An overlay-structured net-
work of nodes maintains information about avail-
able virtual server environments and the services
they need to host. Deployment of nodes automat-
ically establishes this network, which forms an
inherently decentralized, distributed structure that
adapts to the envisioned global scale of service
grids. The UDC uses this overlay structure to per-
form distributed algorithms that determine how to
allocate resources to server environments within

nodes, as well as service-to-server environments
among nodes. Distributed algorithms constantly
observe whether capacity–demand conditions are
balanced throughout the overlay topology and
eventually trigger control actions directed to enti-
ties in the two underlying layers to adjust the bal-
ance as needed.

The control architecture’s second layer (Figure
1b) allocates services to virtual server environ-
ments. This service-to-server mapping function
entails deploying services’ software and data as
well as management and control components
belonging to services’ applications.

To deploy a virtual server, the server-to-resource
layer (Figure 1c) must allocate the necessary
resources and configure them to form an opera-
tional environment that can host services. This bot-
tom layer of the control architecture allocates
machine resources and sets up the overall opera-
tional environment. The UDC provides direct hard-
ware support to this layer of the control system by
representing a virtual server as a so-called UDC
farm, a programmable set of resources and binary
images configured in the UDC’s storage system.

Federation of Nodes
Figure 2 shows a distributed federation of UDCs,
each represented by a node in the metasystem.
These nodes are interconnected, and each repre-
sents either a virtual server environment (server
descriptors) or a service (service descriptors).

Each node contains static descriptive data about
the entity it represents, as well as dynamic para-
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Figure 2. Federation of Utility Data Center control systems. The
metasystem at the top of the figure performs monitoring, decision-
making, and actuation.



meters about the current condition. The monitor-
ing subsystem updates dynamic parameters using
an event or time-triggered push method. The enti-
ty and the node transmit data to each other in
Monitoring Markup Language (MML) format.

The node then observes dynamic parameters
and initiates action (decision and actuation) when
conditions require it. Because the nodes are inter-
connected, they can communicate based on
neighborhood relationships. Distributed control
algorithms in the metasystem ensure constant
communication.

The federated structure of the overall service
demand–supply control system takes the form of
communicating nodes in the metasystem. Each
node represents one member of the control system
that is itself a control system for the entity it rep-
resents (as the two control loops in the middle of
Figure 2 illustrate).

After a node has made a decision (in conjunc-

tion with distributed control algorithms), the node
translates that decision into an action represented
in the UDC’s control language, which the node
sends to the control interfaces in the underlying
system, closing the entity’s control loop.

Demand-Capacity Metrics
Our approach characterizes virtual server capaci-
ty for a class of services in terms of server shares.
Server shares represent a server configuration’s
ability to handle a certain maximum load of a ser-
vice when deployed in that server environment.
We apply an approach similar to expressing pro-
cessing capacity in terms of benchmark metrics:
machine configuration X can process load Y of
application or service Z. For example, say a spe-
cific machine configuration can handle 100 trans-
actions per second (TA/sec) of a business applica-
tion or an industry-standard benchmark. Another
machine environment equipped with more
resources might be capable of handling 250 TA/sec
of that application. A server share represents a
normalized metric that expresses a virtual server’s
ability to handle a maximum amount of load relat-
ed to a particular benchmark application that is
suitable for characterizing the service.

Server shares are normalized to a chosen base
unit — to the first example with 100 TA/sec, for
instance. This server configuration represents a
server share of 1.0. The second configuration
would then have 2.5 server shares, expressing its
relationship to the considered benchmark’s refer-
ence configuration.

Formalizing server capacities relative to bench-
marks provides an outside-the-box perspective
rather than aggregating internal server parameters
such as numbers of CPUs, cache sizes, disk and
memory configurations, and so on. Our approach
lets us consolidate the aggregated behavior of
inner parameters into one number.

Figure 3 shows three data centers offering var-
ious server environments for hosting services. The
top one has a deployed capacity of 0.5 server
shares among three possible server configurations
with capacities {0.5, 2.0, or 10.0}. Deployed capac-
ity means that the data center has already allocat-
ed that amount of resources to a particular server
environment. The other configurations have what
we call available capacities because they current-
ly do not have resources assigned, although a con-
trol command issued to the data center can deploy
and activate that amount of resources later.

Akin to server shares, service shares express ser-
vice demand relative to the utilization of server
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Figure 3. Virtual server environments with different
deployed and available capacities. Three data
centers provide various capacities (server shares A,
B, and C) for a service at three geographic locations.

Figure 4. Deployed services on virtual server en-
vironments, expressed with service shares. The
services, deployed on the three data centers from
Figure 3, utilize various amounts of server capacity.

Virtual service III:
= 10% of 2.0

Virtual service II:
= 70% of 1.0

Virtual service I:
= statistical utilization of
service capacity: 80% of 0.5

Virtual server A:
• Deployed capacity: 0.5 shares
• Available capacities: {0.5, 2.0, 10.0}

Virtual server B:
• Deployed capacity: 1.0 share
• Available capacities: {1.0, 2.0}

Virtual server C:
• Deployed capacity: 2.0 shares
• Available capacities: {1.0, 2.0}



capacities among the same class of services. Figure
4 shows three services (or three instances of one
service) being allocated to the three deployed serv-
er environments. Our metrics formulate service
demands in terms of service shares that represent
the current utilization of the hosting server’s
capacity. In the figure, the upper service has a uti-
lization of 0.8 (80 percent) of the server capacity
of 0.5. The middle service utilizes 70 percent of the
capacity 1.0, and the bottom service utilizes only
10 percent of the capacity 2.0. Expressing service
shares in terms of utilization of normalized host-
ing server environments’ capacities indirectly nor-
malizes service shares.

Figure 5 shows how the global metasystem can
extract server capacities (expressed in server
shares) and service utilizations of those capacities
(service shares) from the real system (Figure 1a).
Decision-making algorithms then operate in this
metasystem of distributed nodes, each of which
represents a server capacity, service allocation,
and utilization. Nodes publish information about
themselves (including capacities, utilization, and
so forth) in XML documents called descriptors,
which communicate information to other nodes in
the metasystem. Two main types of descriptors
exist: a server descriptor and a service descriptor.4

Distributed Control Algorithms
In making decisions about managing resource
demands and supplied capacities, the biggest chal-
lenge is finding reactive algorithms that deliver
high-quality solutions for the control scale we are
dealing with. In practice, we must trade the algo-
rithm’s reactiveness against the solution’s quality.
Reactiveness is the time between detecting an
abnormality, such as a sudden peak in demand,
and the final computation of a decision on how to
deal with the situation. Thus, reactiveness consti-
tutes one parameter of the design space. Another
is the control system’s degree of distribution.

We investigated five distributed algorithms in
regard to solution quality versus reactiveness7 and
related them to integer programming:

• agents in overlay networks,
• ant colony algorithms,7,8

• broadcast of local eligibility (BLE),
• local random/local round robin, and
• Local greedy distribution.

We considered three time scales:

• the design stage of an initial service placement,

sometimes reiterated as long-term adjustment
processes in the system;

• a mid-term period for periodic operational
adjustments; and

• a short-term period for discharging sudden
hot spots.

The local random, local round robin, and local
geedy distribution algorithms are characterized by
simplicity and statelessness. Much like random or
round-robin scheduling, the algorithms push load
from an overloaded node to a neighbor, chosen
randomly or in a round-robin fashion, that will
absorb the load if it has the capacity or push the
load further on to another node chosen in the
same fashion. Once the algorithm finds a place
that can absorb the load, the underlying system
initiates the actual load migration. Figure 6 (next
page) illustrates the distribution cycle.

Testing Our Approach
In general, goals for optimal placement of appli-
cations or services on resources or servers might
vary. Therefore, we designed the algorithms to
be generic enough to support new objectives
without fundamental changes. However, we
decided on a few aspects that control decisions
must achieve:

• balancing the server load such that each serv-
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er’s utilization level is within a desired range,
• placing services in such a way that communi-

cation demand among them does not exceed
the capacity of the links between the hosting
server environments, and

• minimizing the overall network traffic by plac-
ing services with heavy traffic close to one
another.

We tested our UDC deployment with three avail-
able server configurations realized as three differ-
ent UDC farms, each representing a different
capacity of the same service type:

• farm A: 100 TA/sec, normalized to 0.5
• farm B: 200 TA/sec, normalized to 1.0 (base

unit), and
• farm C: 400 TA/sec, normalized to 2.0

Figure 7 shows how our system switches service
capacity from 1.0 (farm B) to 2.0 (farm C). The
metasystem sends the control document to the UDC
utility controller. The figure represents the
exchange of control documents with ! <UCL B />
and <UCL C />. The “!” means that the UDC utili-
ty controller deactivates farm B’s control document
and terminates the corresponding configuration B;
the controller then activates the new configuration
C when it receives it from the metasystem.

The example shows how a system can automat-
ically adjust service capacity based on information
summarized in the global metasystem. The under-
lying mechanisms come from data center control
systems such as the UDC. The UDC demonstrates
that a global service supply system can fully auto-
mate supply control based on distributed decision-
making algorithms.

Conclusions
Capacity management for services contributes to
further automation in data center operations. The
UDC’s programmable capabilities enable our
approach. Exposing programmable interfaces to
data center resources lets us establish a metalayer
that can bring together relevant information
about deployments and utilization of services, as
well as induced load in underlying resources;
decentralized decision algorithms can use that
information to optimize demand–supply control
in the overall system.

We developed the presented approach as a
research project under the mission of establishing
globally distributed enterprise grids (grids that con-
nect data centers within one or across many cor-
porations). The idea is to automate management
tasks with the ultimate goal of achieving adaptive
behavior, a vision HP calls adaptive enterprise. The
UDC is one step toward that goal.
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Related Work in Autonomous System Management

IBM’s Autonomic Computing vision1 aims
to provide self-managing systems to cre-

ate systems that respond to capacity
demands and system failures without
human intervention.These systems will be
self-configuring, self-healing, self-protecting,
and self-optimizing.We share this vision,but
extend it beyond data center boundaries
into global-scale service grids.

IBM’s Project eLiza (www-1.ibm.com/
servers/autonomic/) is an ongoing effort
under the Autonomic Computing aegis to
create servers that automatically respond
to unexpected capacity demands and sys-
tem glitches. eLiza’s goals are to increase
reliability, availability, and serviceability
while decreasing downtime and cost of
ownership. Project eLiza has made self-
management possible throughout some
IBM product lines. The xSeries, iSeries,
zSeries, and pSeries servers share the fol-
lowing traits:

• support for dynamic clustering,

• support for dynamic partitioning,
• EZSetUp wizards that allow self-

installation,
• user authentication, directory inte-

gration, and other tools to protect
access to network resources, and

• heterogeneous enterprise-wide work-
load management.

The Océano project (www.research.ibm.
com/oceanoproject/) is designing and devel-
oping a prototype of a scalable, manageable
infrastructure for a large-scale “computing
utility powerplant” that enables multicus-
tomer hosting on a virtualized collection of
hardware resources. A computing utility
infrastructure consists of a “farm” of mas-
sively parallel,densely packaged servers con-
nected by high-speed LANs.

Both Océano and eLiza are solutions
for inside the data center. They do not
encompass virtual environments and dis-
tributed services grids.

Traditional grid approaches2 such as

Globus (www.globus.org) focus on distrib-
uted supercomputing, in which schedulers
make decisions about where to perform
computational tasks.Typically, schedulers are
based on simple policies such as round-
robin due to the lack of a feedback infra-
structure reporting load conditions back to
schedulers.Globus researchers are planning
more sophisticated approaches for grids
(see www.globus.org/research/papers/
ogsa.pdf). However, we cannot foresee
whether Globus will evolve into a service
demand–supply control system such  as the
one presented in this article.
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